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Successful Conclusion of 
the First Local Conference of Youth Macau 2022! 

Genervision House held the first LCOY Macau,
which took place online on 22 and 23 October
and which was attended by around 200
participants. The Conference was officially
endorsed by YOUNGO under the UNFCCC
and sponsored by Sands China Ltd.

The Conference consisted of two roundtables,
named respectively "causes and impacts of
climate change" and "youth participation and
policy advocacy", one session of presentation
about urban green transition and climate
governance, as well as a climate change
position statement writing workshop.

During the Workshop, 58 youth participants,
with our members' coordination and under
the guidance of four young guest instructors
from Hong Kong and Macao, wrote together
the Macau Youth Statement Towards
Addressing Climate Change. The Statement
covered the following five topics: Action for
Climate Empowerment; Climate Adaptation;
Climate Change, Cities and Health;
Renewable Energy; and Green Jobs. Our
members edited and organised The
Statement, which was attached to the LCOY
Macau 2022 Final Report. Both the Report
and the Statement have been submitted to
the Macao Government, COP 27 and the
17th Global Conference of Youth.

We are delighted that the Conference was
covered by the Chinese news outlet of Macao
Daily News and was also featured in Macao
Magazine in English.

Scan the QR Codes below to read more about
the media coverage of LCOY Macau 2022, the
Final Report and the Statement.
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Macao Magazine Final Report

 It’s not an ending but the beginning of a sustainable movement.

Event  
highlights

Statement

https://macaomagazine.net/local-ngo-gives-macaos-youth-a-voice-at-uns-27th-climate-conference/
https://genervision.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/LCOY-Macau-2022-Final-Report-Genervision-House-1.pdf
https://genervision.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/LCOY-MACAU-2022-Position-Statement-.pdf
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‘‘The natural resources base and ecosystems must be managed sustainably‘‘The natural resources base and ecosystems must be managed sustainably
to meet people’s food requirement, and other environmental, social andto meet people’s food requirement, and other environmental, social and
economic needs.’’economic needs.’’

— Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations— Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations

Environmental Sustainability-Cases in HK

Cases in HK show us that we can just start and take action from our surroundings and daily lives to
participate, promote and raise the social consensus in environmental sustainability.



DESA 
The 12th edition of the UN E-Government Survey, published by the UN Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (DESA) of which titled “The Future of Digital Government”,
demonstrates that there is an ongoing shift from the “traditional technocratic e-
government approach of the early 2000s to a digital development agenda that is policy-
oriented, data-centric and politically driven.” It shows how e-government has moved
from “siloed approaches” in just a few high-income countries to whole-of-government
and whole-of-society approaches in nearly all countries in the world. Despite increases in
online services for vulnerable groups, the study points to “stark” evidence of pervasive
digital divides. The survey aims to improve the partnership between SDG10 - Reducing
Inequalities and SDG17 - Partnerships for the goals.

Surveys the Future of Digital Government
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From which dimensions
do organisations measure and reduce GHG emissions?

Organisations now constantly monitor the
emission level and carry out varying actions
to achieve the common goal by 2050.
Examples include switching to clean energy,
building solar panels for the generation of
electricity, purchasing from sustainable
sources, promoting the importance of waste
management, trading carbon credits, etc.

The definition of Scope 1 to 3 does not only
provide guidelines and standards for big
organisations for emission management but
can also serve as a guideline for both local
SMEs and individuals to start their climate
action plan. Let's begin today.
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According to the recommendations of
the United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), to
keep the 1.5°C warming threshold, the
world must reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 43% by 2030
(compared to pre-industrial revolution
levels) and achieve net zero emissions
by 2050, to avoid an irreversible large-
scale climate disaster. 

The management of Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions has been at the top of the agenda.
Organisations, including governments,
corporations and NGOs, are urged to manage
the emission levels and execute the climate
action plan.

One may wonder how the emission level is being
measured and managed. Broadly speaking, the
measurement of emissions level is classified into
Scope 1 to 3. (See the image below)
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How Macao can better support dementia
patients and their caretakers as cases rise?

With a rapidly ageing population and dementia cases increasing year after year, the city
must find new ways to support individuals and their struggling families.

(The original article was first published on the website of the Macao News)

The number of people over 65 years
old in Macao has more than doubled
in the past decade, according to the
census report, released in June. This
age group now makes up 12.7 per
cent of the city’s population, which
grew at a comparatively modest 20
per cent over the same period. As the
World Health Organization has
reported, ageing populations tend to
see more cases of dementia. 

Dementia is an umbrella term for
symptoms that indicate brain
impairment – essentially, the
deterioration of someone’s memory,
thinking ability, sense of direction,
language skills, and/or social skills.
One of the most common types of
dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, for
which there’s no known cure, is a
progressive neurological disorder
that kills brain cells. 

More than 6,000 Macao people have
already been diagnosed with
dementia, according to a 2021 study
cited by the Macau Alzheimer’s
Disease Association (MADA). The
authors of that study – “Population
trend analysis of dementia
prevalence and incidence 
in Macau”, published by the Macau
Journal of Nursing – expect that   

number to rise by 1,000 cases each
year. 

Alzheimer’s Disease International
estimates dementia affects over 50
million people worldwide as of 2020
and predicts a doubling of cases
every 20 years. Dementia’s
prevalence in mainland China,
however, has more than doubled in
just a decade, according to studies
conducted in 2011 and 2021. 

The Global Deterioration Scale for
dementia breaks the syndrome
down into seven stages. From stage
five onwards, people can no longer
live without some assistance. By
stage seven, all verbal ability, mobility
and urinary control is lost. Globally,
family members provide the vast
majority of in-home care for  people
with dementia – and have been
dubbed “invisible second patients”.

As Secretary-general of Caritas
Macao, Paul Pun, stated in an
interview, most caregivers in Macao
underestimate the pressure of taking
care of elderly relatives with
dementia and fail to recognise when
to seek professional help. A study by
the University of Macau and the 
 Fuhong Society found almost a third
of people responsible for looking
after a family  member with mental
disabilities, including dementia,
experienced moderate to severe
depression, and almost half
experienced moderate to severe
anxiety in the course of their 
 caretaking. 

Dementia profoundly affects those
who have it, their families and
society, which raises an important
question: Is Macao ready to care for
its ageing population?

Challenges to overcome

There are currently only two 
 residential care facilities in Macao –
Cheerful Home and Fai Chi Kei
Integrated Elderly Service Center that
accept people with dementia as live-
in patients and three daycare centres
offering services like cognitive
therapy and “daily living” training.
This is not enough, according to the
Social Welfare Bureau.

It usually takes around two months
to confirm a dementia diagnosis, 
 followed by another few weeks for a
follow-up home visit to assess the
diagnosed person’s condition for
admission to a dementia facility. After
that, it can  take years to finally be
admitted into a facility. Beds often
aren’t available until an existing in-
patient dies. During this time, the
patient must be cared for at home by
family and qualified domestic
workers.  

When conducting research on the
topic in 2021, Caritas Macao found
that the majority of the home
caregivers interviewed felt stress and
loneliness while looking after loved
ones with dementia. The 

in partnership with Macao News
Original Articles

Bella Wu

https://macaonews.org/living/how-macao-can-better-support-dementia-patients-and-their-caretakers-as-cases-rise/
http://mmss.org.mo/meh/
https://www.tdm.com.mo/en/news-detail/657352?isvideo=false&lang=en&category=all
http://www.ageing.ias.gov.mo/uploads/file/a8387e568125adacb3c4d280d5354985.pdf


centres or residential facilities. In the
UK, funding for respite is provided by
local councils, the National Health
Service and charities.

– Improve caregiver training
Well-trained and/or certified
dementia caregivers take pressure
off the medical system and improve
the levels of care provided. In
mainland China, caregiver training
specifically for dementia patients has
been part of the country’s vocational
certification system since 2020. While
there is some training for home
caregivers in Macao – offered by
Kiang Wu Nursing College and
Caritas Macau – with 43 and 30
student enrollment caps annually,
the career path could be more
accessible. For example, the Macao
government could incorporate 

caregiver training into its
Employment Orientation Training
Program.

In the medium term, Macao could
implement so-called “Smart City”
initiatives, which harness technology
and innovation, to improve the lives
of people with dementia by boosting
their independence. 

For example, the Macao government
could upgrade the city’s
transportation app into a more
dementia-friendly version that aids
accessibility. Simpler interfaces 
 showing streamlined commuting
routes (direct trips from Point A to 
 Point B) would streamline journeys
and reduce confusion for people with
mild dementia. A virtual map with
real-time locations, the ability to
share tracking records, and a 999 
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organisation noted that
psychological breakdowns were
common amongst dementia
caregivers due to the demanding
responsibilities expected of them.
What’s more, many families
struggled with a lack of guidance
from healthcare professionals.
While there are some new general
day-care and residential centres
opening, land scarcity in Macao
makes building new facilities of any
kind a challenge – demand continues
to outstrip supply.

Genervision House’s vision for
dementia care

In the short term, Macao can take
pressure off home caregivers and
improve the well-being of seniors
with dementia by implementing a
few support strategies: 

– Expand MADA’s helpline to
become a 24/7 service
This provides immediate help for
caregivers (or those with dementia)
who are struggling or need support.
MADA’s existing helpline is manned
by trained professionals from
Monday to Friday. The service could
be expanded online with a live chat
option, an AI-powered helpdesk, and
an FAQ page for 24/7 assistance. The
help offered could also expand from
the current  services (which include
general dementia information, caring
skills, and healthcare news) to
include treatment options,   financial
and legal resources and crisis
counselling.

– Provide respite care services
Respite care gives home caregivers a
break from looking after their family
members, and a  much-needed
chance to re-energise. It usually 
 involves volunteers or paid
professionals visiting homes where
people with dementia live, and
looking after them for a few hours,
days, or even weeks. In some cases,
respite care takes place in day

auto-dial function would make 
 journeys for people with dementia a
lot safer. 

Smart home devices such as motion-
sensitive lighting, stoves with that
automatically shut-off, water
isolators, and fall-detection monitors
would also help. Meanwhile, the
government could subsidise the
installation of such safety devices in
homes where people with dementia
reside.

In the long term, Macao is already
starting to look to the Greater Bay
Area (GBA) to help solve its land
scarcity issues; the Macao New
Neighbourhood residential
development in Zhuhai is one
example. More daycare centres and
residential facilities catering to
dementia patients should be
incorporated into such plans to
accommodate growing demand for
such services. Both public and
private organisations could consider
more creative healthcare models
that make use of the GBA’s
resources, in accordance with
Macao’s policy of developing its
healthcare industry.

The government could consider
funding dementia-friendly
communities, modelled on De
Hogeweyk in the Netherlands. A
nursing home for dementia patients
that resembles a Dutch village, De
Hogeweyk has shops, a grocery
store, a cinema and more – all
staffed by trained dementia
specialists. The idea is to let patients
live relatively normal lives in a safe
space (where no money is used)
away from the general public. The
Hogewey approach has been widely
praised for the high quality of life
patients experience in that
environment. The model has been
adopted in several European
countries already – and Macao has a
chance to build the first dementia
village in China.
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to make period products free
Scotland first in world

Menstruation is a natural physiological phenomenon that occurs in women.
However, it doesn’t appear to be a natural topic to be discussed. In both developed
and developing areas, women can suffer from discrimination, be treated unequally
or even lose their chance to go to school or work because of their period. By sharing
this piece of news about Scotland’s Period Products Bill, we hope to learn with you
about the relations between menstruation and sustainable development.



Can Macao

We hear “Leisure city”, and “The City of
Gastronomy” most of the time, but what
about “Sustainable City”?

Becoming a sustainable city is a global
aspiration. Is it possible for Macau? Let’s
check!

Prof. Wai Ming To states that it is not possible
for Macau to become a sustainable city in a
short time. See the picture on the right to
know why.

become a sustainable city?

“For years we are told to practice the '3R principle' (reduce, reuse
and recycle). Unfortunately, people rarely practice it" what do you
think about this statement? Why is it that the more we know, the
harder for us to take action? 
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What we should know
about CBD COP15?

Almost 3 weeks after the Sharm el-Sheikh
Climate Change Conference (COP 27),
another important conference of the
parties convened on the other side of the
earth to address "humanity's senseless and
suicidal war with nature". The 15th meeting
of the UN Convention on Biological
Diversity (COP 15) began on 6 December
and ended on 19, taking place in Montreal,
Canada, under the Chinese presidency.
More than 190 countries gathered with
hopes to slow the decline in biodiversity. 

Reports show that only 3% of the world's ecosystems are
still ecologically intact — meaning they still support healthy
populations of their native species and haven't been
ruined by human actions; humans have already altered
75% of the Earth's land and two-thirds of its oceans. So the
main goal of COP15 is to stop that from continuing. But
difficult negotiations are expected over the wording and
substance of the proposed goals, and the biggest tension
is likely to revolve around the issue of financing. 
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One of the major controversies is the issue of funding.
According to the Little Book on Investing in Nature: A Simple
Guide to Financing Life on Earth, published by the French
Development Agency (AFD) and Global Canopy in 2021,
the amount of funding needed for global biodiversity
conservation is estimated to be up to US$967 billion by
2030, compared to about US$143 billion today. There is
still a huge funding gap. Moreover, the GBF can only be
effectively implemented if the funding problem is solved.

This year is particularly special because the Post-2020
Global Biodiversity Framework will be presented to the
parties, who will scrutinize the Framework and come to
an agreement. The Framework, which has been hailed
as the Paris Agreement on biodiversity, sets a new set
of goals for nature over the next decade, including
protecting a minimum of 30% of the world’s oceans
and land, eliminating plastic waste, and increasing
financial resources dedicated to biodiversity to at least
US$ 200 billion annually.

Who is right and who is wrong? There is no right and wrong. The developed countries have the
greatest historical responsibility for global environmental problems such as biodiversity loss and
climate change; however, without further efforts from all countries in the world, it will be difficult
to reverse the trend of biodiversity loss, especially when biodiversity-rich areas are concentrated
in developing countries.

Some developed countries have been collecting
and developing resources in those countries
with rich biodiversity since the colonial era, and
additional and sufficient funds should be
provided to support biodiversity conservation in
developing countries. Otherwise, no matter how
ambitious the GBF is, it will only become a tool to
blame developing countries for failing to fulfil
their conservation responsibilities.

The developed countries, led by the EU, believe
that the developed countries have been providing
funds to developing countries for a long time,
especially since the EU has been the most stable,
predictable and trustworthy source of funds. But
this is far from enough. Biodiversity conservation
requires the transformation of the global industry
to a nature-positive model and the provision of 

Whose Responsibility?

1 1

However, despite some four years of negotiations in Kunming, Geneva, Nairobi, and Montreal,
the GBF is still fraught with disagreements.

funds by all countries and organizations
that have the capacity to do so to places
in need, not only developed countries.
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How supporting local businesses helps Macao’s
economy and environment

As a global city, we need to revitalise economies, restore the environment and become more resilient. We
can start by supporting local businesses.

(The original article was first published on the website of the Macao News)
Gladys Ng

Photo by Kanokratnok

The pandemic and climate change
have underlined the inextricable link
between the economy and the
environment. More than half of the
known infectious diseases are
zoonotic, meaning they are
transmitted from animals to
humans, and often spread due to
human developments that encroach
on wildlife habitats. As humans
expand their footprint in the name
of progress and profit, it can destroy
ecosystems and cause land
degradation – both of which
contribute to climate change. 

And when nature suffers, so does
our economy. 

Since 2020, Macao has seen its
economy shrink by almost half from
pre-pandemic levels, while recent
natural disasters have cost the city
dearly. Typhoons Hato and
Mangkhut, for example, cost the city
MOP 12.5 billion and MOP 1.7 billion,
respectively.

Local leadership must focus on the
point where economics and the
environment converge to ensure a
robust and resilient recovery. That
recovery might even require
rebuilding some of our systems
from the ground up. 

Macao will need to transition to

renewable and clean energy, build
more sustainable transportation,
retrofit buildings and homes to be
more resilient to the growing
impacts of climate change, and
improve urban green spaces, among
other things. These green
investments will not only help a city
mitigate climate change, they will
also create jobs and more economic
opportunities. 

In the meantime, how can you, as an
individual, make a difference? Invest
in the local economy by supporting
our local shops and businesses. Not
only will shopping locally strengthen
our community, but it can also help 

https://macaonews.org/living/how-supporting-local-businesses-helps-macaos-economy-and-environment/


Costa or a little indie bookshop in the
historic São Lázaro area, local shops
also help us remember a street or a
neighbourhood, which also deepens
our connections. 

Research shows that people who feel
a stronger sense of belonging to the
community are more likely to 
protect its environment. So by
investing in our local shops, we are
also sowing the seeds for more
environmentally friendly choices and
actions.  

3. Reduces our footprint

Transportation accounts for one-fifth
of global carbon dioxide emissions,
over 40 per cent of which can be
traced to freight. 

When we purchase a product from a
local shop made locally or regionally,
we help lower carbon emissions
across the supply chain by
minimising transit. And if that
product is made using sustainably
sourced material from a nearby area,
its environmental footprint will shrink
further. 

For example, buying an apple that
was grown in mainland China and
transported by truck to Macao will
have a smaller carbon footprint than
buying an apple imported from the
US. Overall, it’s best to buy
sustainably produced items from a
local shop whenever possible instead
of buying imports. 

There are exceptions to the “buy
local” rule, however. Products such
as beef and lamb have a sizable
carbon footprint regardless of where
they are cultivated. 

revitalise nature and boost economic
growth. Better yet, it’s something
anyone can do to make a difference.
Here’s why shopping local matters: 

1. It keeps money in the
community
When we spend money on locally
owned businesses rather than their
imported goods or international
brands, more money circulates back
into the community – as much as 70
per cent – through the supply chain
and community activities. 

Since locally owned businesses carry
out most of their activity in the
community, they are more likely to
hire Macao residents and source
goods and services through local
suppliers. And because a Macao
business owner also lives in our
community, the profits earned
through the business will be re-spent
locally.

Local businesses are also likely to
give back to those in need through
volunteering, charity work and
donations. Philanthropic activities
help businesses communicate
positive brand values and improve
team morale (and because it’s their
community, too!)

2. Fosters a stronger community,
stronger eco actions
Local brick-and-mortar shops form a
crucial part of a city’s identity. They
provide spaces where residents can
greet each other, catch up and or
gather, which develops their sense of
familiarity and belonging in a
community. Whether it’s a century-
old cha chaan teng (Chinese-style
cafe) along busy Avenida Horta e 

4. Cuts down on waste
Another perk of buying local is that
you can avoid creating more waste.
Since local products require less
transportation, they often require
less packaging. Instead of buying
imported tofu wrapped in plastic, you
can simply visit a shop on Rua da
Emenda to buy freshly made tofu
with no packaging at all. 

With zero-waste stores starting to
appear in Macao, there are now
more options to refill your own
containers, too – a perfect way to
support local businesses and protect
the environment!

Many people have had epiphanies
during the pandemic: If we are going
to solve global problems, local
solutions are just as important as
national and international ones.
Supporting local businesses doesn’t
just strengthen the community. It can
create opportunities for a swift and
enduring economic and
environmental recovery in the face of
future challenges. 

How to: Shop local today 

With a few easy steps, you can make a
big impact. 

– Make a list of the daily essentials
and groceries you purchase regularly 
– Analyse each one: Is there a local
alternative in your community? 
– Identify Macao-owned shops
carrying the local alternatives 
– Start phasing out imported goods
gradually or all at once  
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https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/272402/1-s2.0-S0272494410X00044/1-s2.0-S0272494410000198/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEHwaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIAkymrlRwIcBmUGVRnPlik1oKaTVQikN0OSpszUZ8x2uAiEA2mjd7kbo9z0aMt5tySEJ0e5%2F5nQx7zGdQ8rfvJ86Tpkq2wQIhf%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FARAEGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDL6wL2YC6z0u589FuCqvBPhFwcJNrD3zF2J2LcoUlZi7LL7P4wBXfbz0B%2FCmffEwMv5EdqurctX6wJyV7aR0aPXCYYM4sL%2BBJL5MPeXotsG6FILXr3KDQ5mvosgkY0F0fPpLvSYLzS8f5yDqummpQJMeTb3m4j%2BZ2WfyCkGDwn7qu66zcHkhgj7RBgF2f38UWdmo5KPOxSY3go1apZiNkpMBIaGbC1gzkKC5n5hF48sERaqagnYjOkbSOYf%2Bkpdn5pWmZ8OxFKYXKXVaHys8f40OGCJH%2BvilRQYEjA4lUgjGPkn0B2%2BZgwQEAO2IhSjGVzDaNv2q96YpCZb9bbnzQOo1yBs5saKHTWyRscocgDFwiZek%2FfM1EKPd%2B44CqWij%2FKv1DY9Fx%2Bop56DHIGleXg%2FkGEUHRTmzZpPKqCXQIYG4QH8Ye3qg9%2FpkKhWf3azppv3AFYPJ9myi72cQO9fGthH8oWpfRRdYH%2FoqNAWu07BBKv1TsCwoaZCxExcqhh721SaZP8kaKZ2b%2FNkl9tJcpGui%2Fj0rUBAzCoiB2wLkCJCr6MEmVoCLNyfxWZq9xyBxkqob4Ha8QvAUIenciWe5mIBzJzG%2BhSIn1GDp%2BD%2BIxvnb8ziJ7QOEBfw1J1Oh%2Fa17l9TNXBAyy83BAuUkp84impoSUHo%2Fywq4uYT315gdBxLwk8G0vFKUHbMBQNdPfevTYZriLufV6A5yfVIuQCmTK0Pf9L8KZfASt8p4Q7AHUJFdlpVGIZsH9l%2BOD%2Fel%2Bl8w442glQY6qQEBVw8q9tM4xwvtoCn9QPIKK50ljLp5A2uQ54xlCGkRKM3ZBLUtBgBFt5CNnOh2CmpMitbCk2hsfMMv%2B07TIDrddog0My82fMgm5mhCOoKCaWagsAjukRR8JuVJHgRGOzglU223AeVuOAjmtxcN8HKTycz%2B9OpZcBGQA28r0wZa0coIuVoUwCW%2BZYZcxWaOr00u0EKaPTKoP8g0kiUefsg5MkryUPU7Ml04&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220614T054027Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYSPZOMCO2%2F20220614%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=c5a03f9f5c994ed576ca8795a33605d084db124e4d27dfaf95cf757c7a661f0d&hash=b54fbea82df1f0a03e6d58403df3d69e9656c51e469cb4c612ad7c11a96fa74c&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0272494410000198&tid=spdf-c98e162e-d1c4-4ff8-bce1-57685ad908b9&sid=bcf49cf0817ad0489e5ac576f2b2256be614gxrqa&type=client&ua=525606540400505852&rr=71b0bb37080daff0
https://ourworldindata.org/co2-emissions-from-transport
https://www.greenqueen.com.hk/buying-local-most-sustainable/


Tikus, a food delivery startup launched only
last year, opts to deliver food to its users by
bicycle or electric scooter. The aim is to
provide fast, affordable service, support
local restaurants and create jobs for young
people.

"Because the bikes require no fuel,
customers can enjoy lower shipping rates
and the delivery is environmentally friendly,"
said TikusCEO. "       

At some point, food
delivery seems to have
completely integrated
into our lives. Whether at
the consumer or
employment ends, food
delivery platform
companies provide more
choices for society. On the
other side of the world,
however, in Ethiopia,
delivery services are just
taking off and are still a
novelty.

Food delivery service by bicyclesFood delivery service by bicycles    in Ethiopiain Ethiopia

Amalia Wong, Arianna U, Bella Wu, 
Charlotte Leong, Colinear Mak, Gladys Ng,
Giovanna Lei, Ray Wong, Samson Cheng
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Green jobs?Green jobs?  
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This innovation, which is
more in line with local
spending power and
social conditions, and
creates lots of jobs, has
gained a lot of attention.
However, the large
number of disposable
food containers needed
for take-out will remain
an environmental
challenge. How to
balance society, economy
and environment? Which
to prioritize? Still worth
thinking about.

info@genervision.org

https://bit.ly/3sxOYWZ
http://genervision.org/

